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THE MONSTER ENERGY
BATTLE BUS CONVERSION
by LAS MOTORHOMES
THE 1991 PREVOST LIBERTY
BEFORE CONVERSION

THE MONSTER ENERGYBATTLE BUS

PART 3 - THE CONVERSION COMPLETED
LIZZIE MACDONALD
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THE FINAL PART OF THE MONSTER ENERGY STORY
The dedication and skill of the LAS team finally paid of when it
was all finished and ready to go. Before it could go the driver
had to have a quick lesson on the mechanics and with the
operational side of all the control switches and buttons. The
driver left LAS with a massive smile on his face (lets face it not
many people get the chance to drive such a prestige vehicle for
a living). It was dark when it left making its way to catch the
ferry so as to arrive at its first event the MotoGP where it would
be entertaining many VIP guests.
F1 champion Lewis Hamilton along with the 2009 world super
motor sport champion Cal Crutchlow visited and left their
autographs on the wall.
Its next event was a rock festival, with the sound system that
was installed in the Provost I am sure it felt at home and enjoyed
the loud rock music.
The Prevost returned to the LAS workshops for a few extra
additional touches before going off to Munich for the X-Games.
This is where Ken Block, better known to some as Kenny from
the Block, had chance to go on board.
As far as I know, at the moment, it is abroad and has a full
busy calendar until mid October. Its next journey then will be to
come back to LAS for a rest and a service. Let’s see if the wall is
full of famous autographs then!
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